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About This Content

High-speed Chinese rail services were first introduced in 2007 and operated with existing CRH (China Railways) rolling stock
running on existing lines which had been upgraded for speeds of up to 250 km/h (160 mph) and on newer dedicated high-speed

track rated up to 350 km/h (220 mph).

The CRH380D is the newest generation of Chinese high speed train, capable of running at 380km/h and one of the fastest
production trains in the world. In service with China Railways these trains have been designated as CRH380D (8-car set) &

CRH380DL (16-car set) using the new numbering system.

In September 2009, Bombardier announced an order for eighty Zefiro 380 high-speed trains by the Chinese Ministry of
Railways (MOR) to be produced at Bombardier's joint venture Sifang (Qingdao) Transportation Ltd.

The CRH380D uses state-of-the-art flat-screen glass panels to display train information as well as the route speed and signal
data from suitably equipped routes. It can be driven manually or by using the on-board computers which mean you need to do

little more than adjust the cruise control to comply with the speed limits between your departure and destination stations.

The CRH380D has been developed for and interacts with the speed and signalling system included in the Chengdu – Suining
High Speed Route, also available on Steam.
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The CRH380D developed by Just Trains is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the CRH380D on any
Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically

for the Chengdu - Suining High Speed route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Four scenarios are included for the Chengdu – Suining High Speed Route:

Dawn Service

Evening Rescue

Morning Service

Night Express

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Highly detailed models

Authentic custom sounds

Detailed passenger view

Detailed state-of-the-art driver's cab

Adjustable Cruise Control

Flat screen in-cab displays that show next signal aspect, distance to next signal, next speed limit and distance to it on
suitably equipped routes, along with information about acceleration and deceleration forces to allow greater customer
comfort, cruise control speed set, brake pressures, door status, pantograph operation and much more

Operational speed monitor

Audible alerts for driver vigilance, overspeed and more

Realistic and definable train service number display on the exterior of the cars set from the drivers cab

Red flashing tail light as per the real train

Light lens flare effects

Rain effects on windscreen and carriage windows

Quick Drive enabled
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Very fun and addicting. The game might seem simple at first, but the characters can be very complex and lead to multiple
strategies. Also there is a nice motivation to play all modes with all character so that you can get all your accolades.. This game
becomes frustrating and tedious. Places to save are in such horrible places, if you die you are in a perpetual loop of dying. The
controls are awkward, probably the worse game i've played in awhile. And, I wanted to like it, it draws you back just to see what
happens next. But, only after you've left it and thrown your temper tantrums several times.. Another Luxor game, If I'm correct
this is the 5th installment in the series.

I won't explain what the game is about again but obviously 'Quest For The Afterlife' is pretty much exactly the same as it's
predecessors. The main difference is the graphics are better and this time there's some kind of story but who cares about a story
in a game like this?

The game is still fun and addicting but like I've already said it doesn't do much different from the other games in the series so
I'd rather would've picked a 'neutral rating' but I simply do not recommend it for the price it's being sold for.. This game looked
really fun to me so I downloaded it. Of course i knew that the game would be way more fun with friends but I did not expect
such a bad online mode that deosn't even work. I got into a working online game once. The game is OK but you need friends to
play it with or else you will just lose time trying to get into an online game that in the end will just be an empty lobby with you
and another person who is just sitting in the class selection for all eternity.. Trim someones beard for 10 minutes and then get
bored.. So....

pro:
- Cheap
- Funny graphics
- Funny game
- You can ride cars
- Fun musics
- Suka vodka gopnik

cons:
- As many players as Siberians in Siberia
- unplayable: literaly 10 seconds after landing a wolf/dog spawn on you and kill you in 5 seconds, you can't kill it, why? because
the wolf/dog is litteraly inside you and you can't move down the camera to kill it, and you can't kill it because the wolf/dog is
inside you. Plus the wolf/dog/fekingshhitthatruinthegame run for faster than you and bite you while runing.
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- Cars goes to like 3 km/h, totaly useless, every bot shot or punch your car and the car explose after like 3 seconds because they
non stop hit the car.
- AIM is shhit: you can walk and run while shooting but the bullets goes everywhere, to shoot properly you have to stop and wait
3-4 seconds to have a small and accurate crosaire

To conclude, if you have 0.99€ to spend on a game where your life expectancy is like 10 to 20 seconds and you like to
be♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by a wolf/doge, go for it. This game would be very fun and cool ( and at least playable) without these
mutherfreakingdogthatrapeyourannusin3seondsafter10secondsoflanding and the shhit aim and camera plus the cars.
. Sky Knights is awesome and you should buy it.
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Pros

its like Total War but with Dragons

Cool story

Great RPG - level up every solider in your army along with heros. Gain spells and abilities that are great and fun to use.

No bugs that i have found.

Cons

battles are a bit plain, like total war but not as good by alot

no free mode, just one single story

But over all game is worth £1.50 by far, i would pay £10 for it easy

7.5/10. Not much to say about this game.You either like it or you don't. Personally I don't like it.. I will pay $30 for more levels
right now. I feel like you guys don't like money. This is one of the best VR games I've played. DLC please!. Close to being good
but meh...

It's an interesting idea, you snipe to cover a runner grabbing supplies on the ground. You gather ammo and weapons and get
some upgrades along the way.

But the balance is way off IMO, the game is very unpolished, and worst offender is the atrocious smoothing of the mouse
movement in a game about sniping.. NOTE: At the time of this review there is no English text available in this game. For now
this game is Chinese text only.

I originally bought this game because this game's story is centered around "228 Incident (a.k.a 228 Massacre)", one of the lowest
point in the history of Taiwan. This is interesting because in today's time "228 Incident" is not a widely discussed topic among
Taiwanese. For those of you never heard of "228 Incident", you can look it up on Wikipeida or read a book called "Formosa
Betrayed" written by George H. Kerr (availble for free online) to get a good idea what it is.

I strongly urge you to have a basic understanding Taiwan's history from its time under Japanese rule all the way up to "228
Incident" before playing this game.

Back to the game, after finished all routes I have to say I cannot recommend this game. Rather than doing it like a typical review
I will list the problems I have with this game,

1. Spends little time on the characters.
In my opinion the biggest flaw with this game. Several characters have very little development going on. For instance we don't
know why the younger brother of the main character is so obssessed with the Nationalist Government (or why he decided to aid
main character's escape in the normal ending). For inexplicable reason the main character suddenly profess his love to his
childhood friend on her route, even though the preceeding common route suggests no such romantic feeling. There is more, but
you get the gist from it.

2. Unbalanced route
In this game you have 7 endings: 1 normal, 3 bad, and 3 heronie's specific. Excluding the bad endings I can only give 2 endings a
grade of pass.

* Ming Hua's ending: Her route turns out to be the longest, and also feels more "complete" than the rest. Writter sure put a lot of
effort on her development.
* Chen Yu's ending: Probably the most believable route compared to the rest. If only writter put in more effort on her
development.
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The rest are either confusing or ended in an abrupt manner.

3. Strong impression of anti-KMT bias.
At the time of "228 Incident", Taiwan was ruled by Kuomintang-led (KMT) Nationalist Government. While the government at
that time was very much corrupt and oppressive, this game spends too much time reminding you that. As I play this game I
cannot help but wonder if the whole point of the game is to deliver a strong anti-KMT message.

4. Poor quality check
Throughout the game various dialogues either were missing voices or mismatched voices. Did the developer ever play the game
several times prior to its release?

5. Ming Hua's voice actor
In the game, Ming Hua speaks both Chinese and Japanese. While her Chinese is okay, her Japanese is terrible. Ideally the Erotes
Studio should've hire a Japanese voice actor to cover the Japanese portion.

There are also other issues like premature text break that I could complain about, but these are the 5 problems that I have with
this game. Ultimately I cannot recommend this game, despite how unique it is.. This is a 10 year old strategy/arcade style
shooter where you control a futuristic "tank" on a 2D space platform. The game is PvP arena multiplayer only (or skirmish vs
AI).

The game has a reasonable degree of complexity despite the minimalist graphics. Overall, however, the gameplay isn't that
much fun, and the multiplayer scene is dead.

$10 is far too much to ask for a multiplayer game with no players. Cannot recommend.. Would be a decent game if it wasn't for
the numerous performance issues. Dips in frames, freezing, to the game just popping up as not responding.. Great scifi-
exploration action-adventure with echoes of early nineties. Inescapable is complex enough not to be boring and simple enough
not to get annoying. The only gripe I've got is that there is no map. I guess I'm not that old school. Graphically it's beautiful as it
reminds me of Amiga 500. Atmosphere is like from the pre-cell phone era. The game takes only a few hours to finish, but that's
fine as I really love the ending.. This game is my flesh and blood. I love this game. To death. This and Hotline Miami 2 are my
favourite games of all time and the soundtracks are like crack to me. 11\/10 would go on a revenge-fueled acid trip again. Cool
story but lacking in details a visual novel typically has. The emotional moments were sudden and lacking, this is a good VN for a
relatively new writer.

The soundtrack is ok, you hear the loops way too easily for my liking. Unfortunetly not really worth listening to out of the game.

The art in this VN compaired to InvertMouse's other works is much much better, looking forward to more improvement.

Good but could have been better.
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